Since 1958, when the Gulfstream I™ was introduced as the world’s first purpose-built business aircraft, Gulfstream has manufactured, serviced and supported more than 2,200 business jets.

A long-standing reputation for comfort, performance, reliability and safety has earned Gulfstream a prominent position in business aviation. Just as our aircraft have evolved, so too has our company.

Gulfstream continues to lead the industry with investments in products, technology, services and people. Every aircraft in the Gulfstream fleet is backed by an extensive and dependable worldwide support network. With each new endeavor, our history of leadership is lifted even higher, faster and farther into the future.

We hope you will join our exclusive family as an owner.

An exceptional ownership experience awaits
SO ADVANCED

So FAR SUPERIOR

Designed for excellence
MAKE THE MOST of your time
The Gulfstream G650
Handcrafted to EXACTING STANDARDS
SEENING IS BELIEVING
The largest windows of any aircraft in the industry
The G650 offers the most flexible and comprehensively equipped cabin in its class. Every detail has been designed to envelop passengers in a superb flight experience.

Reaching far beyond luxurious appearances and practical appointments, Gulfstream designers assist owners in achieving productive yet comfortable surroundings suitable for long-range travel.
Business doesn’t wait. Neither should you.

Take control of your time. Because the G650 adapts to your schedule, you can go where you want when you want. Relish the flexibility, safety and enhanced security a Gulfstream provides. Enjoy increased productivity en route with a fully functional airborne office. Place calls. Conduct meetings. Check email. Access the Internet. Use the enhanced cabin management system with touch controls and a smart-phone interface¹ for intuitive, effortless management of your cabin. With the Gulfstream G650, you’re in charge—from takeoff to landing and every moment in between.

¹ Gulfstream-approved platforms only.
With its long-range capabilities, the G650 proves its time-saving abilities with ease. Imagine flying from Los Angeles to London at Mach 0.90 or Shanghai to New York at Mach 0.85. Because of the G650’s powerful engines and advanced airframe with highly swept wing, the world’s most remote destinations become easily accessible.
INNOVATION at WORK

The G650 is truly a marvel of modern technology. Every advanced feature enhances situational awareness, reduces pilot workload, increases safety, improves efficiency and ensures reliability.
ENHANCED VISION
Improves your safety

PlaneView II™
Sophisticated and advanced

READY FOR THE Future
Gulfstream’s Enhanced Vision System uses a specially designed forward-looking camera that projects an infrared real-world image on the pilot’s head-up display. By projecting real-time visual information, EVS greatly improves a pilot’s situational awareness.

In light fog or even at night, pilots using EVS can clearly see a mountain range, a runway or any aircraft or vehicles on taxiways. Better still, it works seamlessly with other advanced technology in the PlaneView cockpit to provide a fully integrated visual environment.

The more your pilot can see, the safer you are.
Synthetic Vision-Primary Flight Display is a dramatic enhancement to the Gulfstream PlaneView II flight displays. It features a three-dimensional color image overlaid with the primary flight display instrument symbology.

Combining previously certified terrain data from Honeywell’s Enhanced Ground Proximity Warning System with obstacle data, and using a new state-of-the-art graphics processor, SV-PFD accurately depicts terrain, obstacles, runways and approaches at locations throughout the world.

Using SV-PFD and the Enhanced Vision System simultaneously provides an unmatched magnitude of pilot situational awareness. Your flight path is always visible, regardless of the conditions outside the cockpit window.
Your journey begins with an exceptional aircraft and
continues with top-rated product support. Gulfstream
is dedicated to ensuring that every aspect of your
ownership experience is rewarding, which is why
Gulfstream maintains an unprecedented commitment to
professionalism and customer service. This promise is
backed by every employee.